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ABSTRACT
“Add to Favorites” is a popular function in online shopping sites
which helps users to make a record of potentially interesting items
for future purchases. It is usually regarded as a type of explicit
feedback signal for item popularity and therefore also adopted as
a ranking signal by many shopping search engines. With the in-
creasing usage of crowdsourcing platforms, some malicious online
sellers also organize crowdturng activities to increase the numbers
of “Add to Favorites” for their items. By this means, they expect
the items to gain higher positions in search ranking lists and there-
fore boost sales. This kind of newly-appeared malicious activity
proposes challenges to traditional search spam detection eorts
because it involves the participation of many crowd workers who
are normal online shopping users in most of the times, and these
activities are composed of a series of behaviors including search,
browse, click and add to favorites.

To shed light on this research question, we are among the rst to
investigate this particular spamming activity by looking into both
the task organization information in crowdsourcing platforms and
the user behavior information from online shopping sites. With a
comprehensive analysis of some ground truth spamming activities
from the perspective of behavior, user and item, we propose a
factor graph based model to identify this kind of spamming activity.
Experimental results based on data collected in practical shopping
search environment show that our model helps detect malicious
“Add to Favorites” activities eectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Online shopping sites, such as Amazon and Taobao, have become
popular platforms for people to nd and buy items. For these sites,
user behavior data plays an important role in the optimization of
their personalized recommendation and shopping search results
[13, 18]. When shopping online, users sometimes want to save
some potentially interesting items for future purchase activities.
For this situation, most online shopping sites provide an “Add
to List” (in Amazon) or “Add to Favorites” (in Taobao, hereafter
referred to as “A2F”) function for users. While bringing convenience
to users, online shopping sites can also benet from this kind of
behavior data. For example, sometimes the amount of A2F, also
called popularity, is regarded as a facet of item ranking in shopping
search result pages. This information can also be used in the default
ranking process of shopping search engines [13].

Nowadays, with the wide usage of crowdsourcing systems, some
online sellers try to manipulate the ranking of shopping search
results by increasing their items’ popularity with the help of crowd
?Corresponding author

Figure 1: An example of crowdturng Add to Favorites Task
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workers and to boost sales. As shown in Figure 1, a malicious
online seller posts a task on a crowdsourcing platform to increase
his/her item’s A2F amount (popularity). In this task, crowd workers
need to follow some particularly designed guidelines to disguise
themselves as normal users. First, crowd workers need to submit
a specic query to the target shopping search engine and click on
the item which the malicious seller wants to prompt. Then, crowd
workers need to stay in the item details page for a while, usually 2
minutes at least, and then click the “Add to Favorites” button. To
simulate a more realistic online shopping scenario, some tasks may
even require crowd workers to browse the results list for a while
and click on a random number of non-target items.

After accepting these crowdturng tasks, crowd workers should
rst take a screenshot of their account ID in online shopping site,
and then follow the guidelines to perform the tasks, with a screen-
shot at each step. The task requesters only approve those submis-
sions that meet their requirements according to the screenshots,
and pay the remuneration. These spamming activities aect the
ranking strategy and recommendation mechanism of online shop-
ping sites. Meanwhile, they will mislead normal users, because
occasionally malicious sellers are trying to prompt low-quality or
even fake items with these crowdturng eorts.

In this paper, we aim to detect the above-described newly-appeared
spamming activities in online shopping. Compared to prior works,
many challenges arise regarding this detection task: (1) These spam-
ming activities are composed of a series of user behaviors, including
search, browse, click and add to favorites, which are more com-
plex and more challenging to be detected. So we need to track and
analyze users’ whole behavior sequences. This is quite dierent
from content-based spamming activities, such as deceptive prod-
uct reviews [9, 23], promotion campaigns in Community Question
Answering (CQA) [14, 26] and promotional microblog posts [4].
And this is also dierent from fake likes in OSNs [1, 8], which only
need a simple user action. (2) Since these spamming activities are
performed by crowd workers, they are very similar to normal ones
and dicult to be detected even with manual eorts. (3) Compared
to posting spam product reviews and organizing CQA campaigns,
these activities are private and hardly noticed by the public. So
there is a lack of eective indicators such as “review helpfulness” or
“selected as best answer” [17]. (4) Some tasks set requirements of
crowd workers’ account in online shopping site (e.g. the accounts
should be registered at least 2 years ago). Therefore, these crowd
workers in spamming activities are normal users for most of time.
They will also carry out some normal A2F activities by themselves
(see Section 4.3). Meanwhile, with the increasing popularity of de-
ceptive items, a number of normal users may also be attracted by
them and contribute normal A2F activities. In other words, both
spam users and items have a part of normal records. This also brings
more challenges to the detection process.

To tackle these challenges, we rst exploit a number of crowd-
turng tasks to form the dataset , and look into the corresponding
user behavior log records that are highly likely to be spamming
activities. Then we analyze the attributes of these crowdturng
A2F activities from the perspective of behavior, user and item. By
integrating attributes and correlations (user-based and item-based)
with a factor graph model, we conduct a discriminative model to

detect spamming A2F activities. Through experimental compar-
isons with competitive baselines, we empirically show that our
framework is robust and eective.

Our study has the following contributions:

• We specify the problem of crowdturng A2F activities in online
shopping. To our best knowledge, we are among the rst to
investigate this type of deceptive activities.
• Through simultaneously locating crowdturng A2F tasks and
collecting user behavior log from online shopping sites, we create
a dataset which contains both normal user behavior data and a
number of ground truth spamming activities.
• We provide a comprehensive analysis of these spamming activi-
ties from the perspective of behavior, user and item.
• We propose a novel detection framework that can eectively
detect spamming activities.

2 RELATEDWORK
Three lines of research works are highly related with the detection
of crowdturng A2F activities: individual spam detection, collusive
spam detection and crowdsourced manipulation.

2.1 Individual Spam Detection
With the development of E-Commerce, opinion spam (i.e., deceptive
reviews) has attracted much attention. It is rstly presented by Jin-
dal and Liu in [9], in which they analyze Amazon data and identify
three types of spam. With manually labeled training examples, they
further train a supervised learning model to detect fake reviews,
which is called opinion spam. Ott et al. [23] reports that the num-
ber of deceptive reviews grown across multiple consumer-oriented
review sites. They nd that deceptive opinion spam is growing in
general, but with dierent growth rates across communities. Yoo
and Gretzel [36] manually compared the psychologically relevant
linguistic dierences between collected truthful and deceptive ho-
tel reviews. However, the results suggest that it might be dicult
to distinguish between deceptive and truthful reviews based on
syntactic features. Feng et al. [7] regard the opinion spam as a
distributional anomaly. They nd distinguishing patterns between
ordinary and fake reviews from product review ratings and the time
windows when reviews are posted. In [24], Ott et al. use n-gram
and part-of-speech(POS) tag features for supervised learning on
a gold-standard fake review dataset through Amazon Mechanical
Turk. The problem of review spammer detection has also been
widely studied in [16, 20, 25]. These research studies identify sev-
eral features related to rating behaviors and model these features to
detect spam reviewers. Lu et al. [20] use a probability graph model
to detect fake reviews and review spammers simultaneously on a
large labeled dataset.

Besides fake review and review spammer detection in the review
systems, spam detection has also been studied in other platforms,
such as Community Question Answering (CQA) portals [1, 2, 5, 8,
14, 26] and online social networks (OSNs) [10, 11, 28]

Compared with this line of research, our work aims to deal
with a newly-appeared collusive spamming activity which involves
crowdturng activities. However, some of the features adopted
in existing individual spam detection may also be inspiring our
researches.



2.2 Collusive Spam Detection
A related line of research focuses on collusive spam detection
[3, 21, 33–35]. Lu et al. [19] exploit contextual information about re-
viewers’ identities and social networks for improving review quality
prediction. They nd that social context is useful to nd groups of
review spammers. Mukherjee et al. [21] are among the rst to study
spammer groups in review communities. They nd that labeling
fake reviewer groups is much easier than labeling individual fake
reviews or reviewers, and propose a novel relation-based methods
to detect spammer groups on the labeled dataset. In [34], Xu et al.
propose two novel methods to cluster reviewers and detect collusive
spammers, using both individual and collusive indicators. Besides,
collusive spam detection is also studied in online social networks.
For example, Cao et al. [4] investigate the individual-based and
group-based user behavior of URL sharing in social media toward
uncovering these organic versus organized user groups.

We can see that most of these collusive spam detection eorts
focus on the opinion spam. These deceptive reviews will aect
users’ judgment about items or services directly. Our research is
the rst work to specify the problem of crowdturng A2F activities.
Dierent from previous work, these spamming activities will rst
aect the ranking strategy and recommendation mechanism of
online shopping sites, and then aect users through them.

2.3 Crowdsourced Manipulation
Recently, with the wide usage of crowdsourcing systems, many
researchers begin to study the crowdsourced manipulation problem
which aims to spread manipulated contents to target sites. Wang
et al. [31] nd that not only do malicious crowdsourcing systems
exist, but they are rapidly growing in both user base and total
revenue. They estimate that about 90% of all tasks on two Chinese
crowdsourcing platforms are malicious tasks. Lee et al. [12] analyze
the types of malicious tasks and the properties of requesters and
workers on Western crowdsourcing sites. They further propose
and develop statistical user models to automatically dierentiate
among regular social media users and workers. In [6], the authors
link crowdsourced deceptive review tasks to target products. They
use a Conditional Random Field model to cluster reviewers and
embed the results of this probabilistic model into a classication
framework for detecting crowd manipulated reviews. Liu et al.
[17] study collusive spamming activities on CQA platforms. They
propose a combined factor graph model, using various extracted
attributes and correlations to learn to infer whether a question or an
answer is deceptive. In [30], the authors formalize the crowd fraud
detection problem in Internet advertising, and carefully analyze the
behaviors of crowd fraud.

We can see that this line of research provide valuable insights
in how crowd workers are organized to nish complex spamming
tasks. However, none of them aim to solve the crowdturng A2F
threats exposed to online shopping sites. Compared with previous
spamming activities, crowdturng A2F activities are more subtle
and more dicult to be perceived by users. In addition, these spam-
ming activities are composed of a series of user behaviors, which
are much more complex and more dicult to be detected than
opinion spam.

Table 1: User behavior log record
Field Description
User id User’s digital id
Search timestamp The timestamp of query submitting
Query Submitted query
Ranking type The selected result ranking type (0 for default)
Item id Item’s digital id
Page number The page where the item is located
Click timestamp The timestamp of the click
Dwell time The time of the user staying in the details page
Shop id Shop’s digital id
Seller id Seller’s digital id
Add to Cart Whether the user add the item to the cart
Previous clicks Other clicks before this one (including item id

and click timestamp)

3 DATA COLLECTION AND ANNOTATION
Since there is no public available dataset for the problem of spam-
ming A2F activities in online shopping, we aim to collect data rst
to construct a dataset that can enable us to provide insights and
evaluate our algorithms.

3.1 Data Collection
To collect data, we rst locate a number of crowdturng A2F tasks
in a crowdsourcing platform as the seed set. Then we collect the
related user behavior log based on the seed user set.

As mentioned before, in some popular crowdsourcing platforms,
such as Zhubajie.com and RapidWorkers.com, the crowd worker
who participates in a crowdturng A2F task is required to submit a
specic query to the shopping search engine and take a screenshot
of his/her account ID. This provides a chance to acquire ground
truth spamming activities for us. We rst locate the crowdturng
A2F tasks in a crowdsourcing platform using manual searching and
ltering of the search results. All the queries and crowd workers’
account IDs are manually extracted according to the submitted
screenshots. Through this way, we obtain 60 tasks during 10 days
that contain 113 spam users and 296 unique spam queries (each task
may provide more than one query). Meanwhile, we also extract the
spam shopsmanually for later use.We do not extract the spam items
because the required items are presented in the form of pictures
in the tasks (see Figure 1), and the item descriptions may change
frequently.

Based on the common assumption that “spam users tend to
post spam contents” in the content-based spamming activities [20,
32], we make two similar assumptions in this problem before the
collection process: (1) spam users tend to add spam items to their
favorites, and (2) spam items tend to be added to favorites by spam
users. We will briey verify these two assumptions through some
examples in Section 4. With the collected account IDs and these two
assumptions, we begin to collect the corresponding user behavior
log from the target online shopping site, which is considered as one
of the most popular e-commerce websites and has a large number
of A2F activities each day. The collection process consists of three
steps.
Step one: We extract these spam users’ behavior log during the
period from March 8 to April 13, 2017 (covering the active time for
all 60 tasks). Each behavior log record represents an interaction



Table 2: Dataset Statistics
Spam (+) Normal (-) Suspicious (?) All
5,333 156,192 4,110,696 4,272,221

session triggered by shopping search and aimed to nish a A2F ac-
tivity. Table 1 lists all the elds we extract from the online shopping
site.
Step two: Based on the rst assumption that spam users tend to
add spam items to their favorites, we collect all the items in step
one, and then expand the dataset by extracting the user behavior
log related to these items during the period.
Step three: Based on the second assumption that spam items tend
to be added to favorites by spam users, we identify all the users
in step two, and then expand the dataset again by extracting the
behavior log of these users during the period.

After these three steps, we constructed a dataset which covers
81,778 users, 1,544,996 items and 4,272,221 user behavior log records.
We believe that a large number of users in this dataset may be
involved in the crowdturng A2F activities. However, not all the
items in this data set are spam targets because even spam users
also perform normal A2F activities.

3.2 Data Annotation
According to our assumption, each user behavior log record in this
dataset has a certain probability of spam. However, as mentioned
before, both spam users and spam items have a number of normal
records. For both algorithm designing and evaluation purposes, we
need to annotate the data, spot spam behavior log records, as well as
normal ones. Due to the huge size of behavior log and the similarity
between spamming activities and normal ones, it is sometimes
dicult to ascertain which records are spam and which are normal
with manual eort. However, we believe that it is still possible to
identify a number of ground truth spamming activities and normal
activities based on the crowdturng task designs. Following are
our annotation method:
Spam(+):We rst identify a number of ground truth spam behavior
log records. Considering the fact that the queries provided by the
crowdturng tasks are usually quite specic and similar to the
name of the target items so that crowd workers can nd these low-
popularity items quickly in the results list, we regard interaction
sessions initialized with a spam query as the ground truth spam log
records (i.e., spamming activities). With 296 unique spam queries
(see Section 3.1), we spot 5,333 spam behavior log records.
Normal(-): Considering the fact that high-quality items will natu-
rally attract a large number of A2F activities, there is no need for
their sellers to prompt them with crowdturng tasks. Therefore,
to spot normal behavior log records, we rst count the amount of
A2F activities for each item in the dataset, and then extract popular
items with more than 500 A2F activities. Since the number is much
larger than the maximum trading volume (about 100-150) of all
crowdturng tasks during this period, we regard their log records
as normal ones. In total, we extract 179 items and 156,192 normal
log records. Meanwhile, we count the shops appeared in these log
records, and nd none of them is spam shop extracted in Section 3.1.
This also veries the rationality of our method.
Suspicious(?):We consider the rest 4,110,696 unlabeled log records
are suspicious records. Our goal is to detect spammingA2F activities
in these log records.

Table 3: Comparisons of behavior attributes between spam-
ming and normal A2F activities

Spam Normal
Add to Cart 0.06 0.08
Rank the results 0.24 0.29
With previous clicks 0.20 0.02
On weekends 0.32 0.26

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: Comparisons of behavior attribute distributions
between spamming and normal A2F activities

The statistics of the automatically annotated dataset as described
above are shown in Table 2.

4 SPAMMING A2F ACTIVITIES ANALYSIS
Based on the annotated dataset, we make a comparative analysis
of the crowdturng A2F activities. Our analysis will be in three
aspects: behavior, user and item.

4.1 Behavior Analysis
We rst make a comparative analysis on behavior attributes be-
tween spamming and normal A2F activities according to the an-
notated log records. Table 3 depicts the comparisons between the
proportions of spam and normal log records containing the corre-
sponding attributes. As we can observe, only 6% spamming activi-
ties (i.e., spam log records) and 8% normal activities contain add to
cart operation. It is predictable because the items that users add to
their favorites are not what they want to buy immediately, and few
tasks require this operation. When searching for items, users will
use dierent ranking strategies provided by shopping search engine
to nd better items eciently. Compared to the normal activities,
fewer spamming activities contain this operation. As for “with pre-
vious clicks”, we nd that in about 20% spamming activities, users
have clicked on other items before clicking the target item, while
only 2% normal activities have previous clicks on other items. This
is because crowdturng tasks usually require workers to click on a
random number of non-target items, as mentioned before. Besides,
we also look into when these activities happen. From the table, we
can see more spamming activities happen on weekends compared
to normal ones. However, except the attribute of “with previous
clicks”, the dierence between spamming and normal activities is



Table 4: Comparisons of user attributes between spam and
other users

Spam Other
Mean Median Mean Median

Number of A2F 70.3 42 122.7 65
Number of Add to Cart 42.2 18 62.8 25
Number of purchase 7.0 3 16.6 10
Number of item reviews 4.6 1 9.9 4
Add to Cart / A2F 0.70 0.63 1.35 0.47
Purchase / A2F 0.17 0.04 0.51 0.15

Table 5: Comparisons of item attributes between spam and
other items

Spam Other
Mean Median Mean Median

Number of A2F 288.7 145 1763.7 288
Number of Add to Cart 300.9 102 964.1 143
Number of purchase 71.3 30 633.5 49
Number of item reviews 44.7 23 253.4 25
Add to Cart / A2F 1.13 0.98 1.85 1.51
Purchase / A2F 0.32 0.20 0.97 0.35

very small. This further indicates that spamming activities are very
similar to normal ones and dicult to be detected.

Figure 2 further shows the comparisons of behavior attributes
between spamming activities and normal ones, in terms of query
length, page number, browse time (time interval between search
and click) and dwell time (in details page). As Figure 2(a) indicates,
the query length of spamming activities is concentrated at 4-6
(about 75%), while for normal activities, the distribution of query
length is more uniform. This is because the queries provided by the
crowdturng tasks need to contain a certain number of keywords to
match their items, while too many words may lead to unnecessary
typing errors. But for normal activities, the length of the query
varies with user intent. From Figure 2(b), we observe that users
view more pages to nd the required item in spamming activities,
which indicates that the spam items in these tasks are not so popular
and ranked at a low position. Despite the use of the specic queries,
crowd workers still can not nd these items in the rst few pages.
As for time-related attributes, spamming activities’ browse time
and dwell time are usually longer than those of normal ones (shown
in Figure 2(c) and 2(d)), due to the corresponding requests in the
crowdturng tasks.

4.2 User Analysis
We now look into the user attributes. Since we only spot normal
activities in Section 3.2 and there is no eective method to spot
normal users or normal items, we compare user attributes between
spam users extracted in the crowdsourcing platform and other users
in our dataset, and so does for item attributes. According to the
user id, we collect users’ information from the online shopping site
during the period from March 8 to April 13, 2017.

As shown in Table 4, spam users have relatively fewer A2F, Add
to Cart, purchase and item reviews. It indicates that spam users
spend less time on normal online shopping activities. Since these
attributes are related to users’ active time on the shopping site,
which varies from user to user, we calculate the ratio of Add to Cart

Figure 3: A2F activities of a spam user

(a) Spam item

(b) Popular item

Figure 4: A2F activities of a spam item and a popular item

and purchase to A2F. We can see that spam users showing a smaller
consumer demand compared to other users, which indicates that
these users have less purchasing power.

We also look into the continuity of spam users’ A2F activities
in our dataset from a case study. As we can see in Figure 3, this
spam user adds a number of spam items to his/her favorites in a
continuous period of time (the rst half month). It indicates that
spam users tend to add spam items to their favorites (Assumption
1), and these spamming activities are continuous.

4.3 Item Analysis
As mentioned in Section 3.1, we don’t extract the spam items in the
tasks. Therefore, to get spam items, we extract activities performed
by spam users with a spam query in the dataset, and spot the
corresponding items as spam items. With 296 spam queries and
113 spam users, we spot 58 spam items in total. We compare item
attributes between spam items and other items in our dataset.

As shown in Table 5, spam items have fewer A2F, add to cart,
purchase and item reviews. It indicates that spam items are usually
low-quality items that cannot attract normal users. Since these
attributes are related to the exposure of the items, we also calculate
the ratio of Add to Cart and purchase to A2F. We can see that
these two attributes of spam items are much lower than those of
others, indicating the lower demand for these items. In other words,



users are less likely to buy these spam items, which validates the
necessary of identifying these items and avoid them being ranked
at high positions in the results list.

Similarly, we look into the continuity of items’ A2F activities
in our dataset. Figure 4(a) shows a spam item’s A2F activities. We
can see that all the spam users’ A2F activities are concentrated
within a short period of time, which is probably the active time
of the crowdturng task. It indicates that spam items tend to be
added to the favorites by spam users (Assumption 2), and these
spamming activities are continuous and concentrated. Meanwhile,
there are also concentrated A2F activities happen in the rst 9 days.
Therefore, we have reason to doubt that these activities in the rst
9 days may be performed by another group of crowd workers in
another crowdsourcing platform. Figure 4(b) shows A2F activities
of a popular item (as mentioned in Section 3.2). The number of
A2F activities is stable over time. Besides, there are some activities
performed by spam users, indicating that spam users will also carry
out normal A2F activities.

4.4 Summary
From the above analysis, it is clear that some behavior attributes
between crowdturng A2F activities and normal activities are asym-
metric. Besides, we can nd that there are certain dierences be-
tween spam users/items and normal ones. We also observe that
the spamming activities of spam users/items are continuous and
concentrated. Based on these ndings, we construct a factor graph
model to detect spamming A2F activities in next Section.

5 SPAMMING A2F ACTIVITIES DETECTION
In this section, we propose a novel Activity Factor Graph Model
(AFGM) to incorporate all the information about behaviors, users
and items for better predicting spamming A2F activities. We rst
sample a part of nodes as the training set and the remaining as
the test set, then our model infers each of the remaining node’s
probability of spam. Our goal is to train a partially labeled factor
graph model.

5.1 Model Framework
Factor graph assumes that observation are cohesive with attributes
and correlations. It has been successfully applied in a number of
spam detection works [17, 20].

In this work, we formalized our problem into an Activity Factor
Graph Model(AFGM). Figure 5 shows the graphical representation.
The set of activity nodes V = {A1,A2, ...,AN } in network G is
mapped to a factor node set Y =

{
y1,y2, ...,yN

}
in activity factor

graph. The activities in G are partially labeled, thusY can be divided
into two subsets YL and YU , corresponding to the labeled(the train-
ing set) and unlabeled(the test set) activities respectively. Using the
known factor node set in the training set, AFGM infers how likely
an unknown node is to be spam. Based on the ndings in Section 4,
we dene the following four types of factors:

• Behavior attribute factor: fb (yi |bi ) represents the posterior
probability of yi , given the behavior attribute vector bi .
• User attribute factor: fu (yi |ui ) represents the posterior proba-
bility of yi , given the user attribute vector ui that are extracted
from userUi .

• Item attribute factor: fp (yi |pi ) represents the posterior proba-
bility of yi , given the item attribute vector pi that are extracted
from item(product) Pi .
• Correlation factor: Based on the nding that spam users/items’
spamming activities are continuous and concentrated, we have
two intuitions that (1) A2F activities performed by the same user
in a small period of time may have a correlation, and (2) activities
on the same item in a small period of time may have a correlation.
Therefore, we have two correlation factors:
– дu (yi ,Cu (yi )) denotes the user-based correlations between
the activities, where Cu (yi ) is the set of user correlated factor
nodes to yi in the graph.

– дp (yi ,Cp (yi )) denotes the item-based correlations between
the activities, where Cp (yi ) is the set of item correlated factor
nodes to yi in the graph.

Given the activity networkG, the formation probability of the
activities in the AFGM denes as follow:

P (Y |G ) =
1
Z

∏
i

fb (yi |bi ) · fu (yi |ui ) · fp (yi |pi )

· дu (yi ,Cu (yi )) · дp (yi ,Cp (yi ))

(1)

where Z is the normalized factor, which sums up the formation
probability P (Y |G ) over all the possible labels of all the activities.
The objective of our model is to maximize this formation probability.

5.2 Model Inference
The factors in our model can be instantiated in dierent ways.
Following previous work [29], we use exponential-linear functions
and dene the three attribute factors as

fb (yi |bi ) = exp
{
λTb Φb (yi ,bi )

}
(2)

fu (yi |ui ) = exp
{
λTuΦu (yi ,ui )

}
(3)

fp (yi |pi ) = exp
{
λTp Φp (yi ,pi )

}
(4)

where λb , λu , λp are weighting vectors, and Φb ,Φu ,Φp are vectors
of feature functions. Similarly, the correlation factors can be dened
as

дu (yi ,Cu (yi )) = exp



∑
yj ∈Cu (yi )

φTuΘu (yi ,yj )



(5)

дp (yi ,Cp (yi )) = exp



∑
yj ∈Cp (yi )

φTp Θp (yi ,yj )



(6)

where φu ,φp are weighting vectors, and Θu ,Θp can be dened
as vectors of indicator functions. Learning AFGM is to estimate a
parameter conguration θ = (λb , λu , λp ,φu ,φp ), by maximizing
the formation probability P (Y |G ).

For presentation simplicity, we concatenate all factor functions
in Eq 2-6 for a factor node yi as

s(yi ) = (Φb (yi ,bi )
T ,Φb (yi ,ui )

T ,Φb (yi ,pi )
T ,∑

yj ∈Cu (yi )

Θu (yi ,yj )
T ,

∑
yj ∈Cp (yi )

Θp (yi ,yj )
T )T

(7)



Figure 5: Graphical representation of the AFGM

Then, the formation probability in Eq 1 can be written as

P (Y |G ) =
1
Z

∏
i
exp

{
θT s(yi )

}

=
1
Z
exp



θT
∑
i
s(yi )




=
1
Z
exp

{
θT S

}

(8)

where s is the aggregation of factor functions over all factor nodes,
i.e. S =

∑
i s(yi ).

Since the factor node set Y is partially labeled, to calculate the
formation probability, we dene Y |YL as a labeling conguration
given the known labelsYL . Further, we can dene the log-likelihood
objective function as

O (θ ) = loд(
∑
Y |YL

P (Y |G ))

= loд(
∑
Y |YL

1
Z
exp

{
θT S

}
)

= loд(
∑
Y |YL

exp
{
θT S

}
) − loд(Z )

= loд(
∑
Y |YL

exp
{
θT S

}
) − loд(

∑
Y

exp
{
θT S

}
)

(9)

We adopt a gradient descent algorithm [29] to solve the log-
likelihood objective function. The gradient for each parameter θ
is

∂O (θ )

∂θ
=
∂(loд(

∑
Y |YL exp

{
θT S

}
) − loд(

∑
Y exp

{
θT S

}
))

∂θ

=

∑
Y |YL exp

{
θT S

}
· S∑

Y |YL exp
{
θT S

} −

∑
Y exp

{
θT S

}
· S∑

Y exp
{
θT S

}

= EY |YL,G (S) − EY |G (S)

(10)

where EY |YL,G (S) represents the expectation of S given the known
label YL , and EY |G (S) represents the expectation of S over all the
possible labels.

Since it is intractable to calculate EY |YL,G (S) and EY |G (S), we
use loopy belief propagation (LBP) algorithm [22] to achieve an
near-optimal solution. Specically, we perform LBP process twice
in each iteration, one time for estimating the marginal probability
of unknown nodes (i.e. p (y |YL ,G ),y ∈ YU ) and the other for the
marginal probability of all nodes (i.e. p (y |G )). With the marginal
probabilities, EY |YL,G (S) and EY |G (S) can be obtained by summing
over all corresponding nodes. Finally with the gradient, we update
each parameter with a learning rate α :

θt+1 = θt + α · ∇θ (11)
Based on learned parameters θ , we again use LBP algorithm to

calculate the marginal probability of each factor node in the test
set YU . Then, the marginal probability is taken as the prediction
condence, i.e., the activity node’s probability of spam or normal.

6 EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Experimental Setup
Feature. According to Section 4 and Section 5, we give our features
used in factor construction. All the attribute features involved are
listed in Table 6. For both user and item attribute features, we only
use two ratio attributes because we think quantitative attributes
are biased for dierent users or items as mentioned before, and
these two ratios can better reect the quality of users and items.
It is worth noting that the rst four are binary attributes and the
rest are continuous-valued attributes. To simplify representation
for continuous-valued attributes, we discretize these continuous
attribute space over some number of H intervals, each H is tuned
according to the corresponding attribute distribution [27]. Thus,
each continuous-valued attribute can take on values from {1...H },
i.e. convert to one of H attributes.



Table 6: Attribute Features List
Cat. No Description
Behavior attribute 1 Add to Cart

2 Rank the results
3 With previous clicks
4 On weekends
5 Query length
6 Page number
7 Browse time
8 Dwell time

User attribute 9 Add to Cart / A2F
10 Purchase / A2F

Item attribute 11 Add to Cart / A2F
12 Purchase / A2F

As for correlation factors, since spam users/items’ spamming
activities are continuous and concentrated, we consider that contin-
uous Nu /Np activities of same user/item have a strong relationship.
Therefore, for the activity nodeAi , we add factor nodes of previous
Nu − 1 activities performed by the same user intoCu (yi ). Similarly,
for item-based correlation, we add factor nodes of previous Np − 1
activities on the same item into Cp (yi ). In our work, we set both
Nu and Np to 3.
Dataset. As mentioned in Section 3, our goal is to detect spamming
A2F activities in suspicious log records. Due to the fact that spam-
ming activities are very similar to normal ones, we can not label
these log records as “Spam” or “Normal” manually. Therefore, it is
dicult to evaluate the performance of our algorithm. To solve this
problem, we randomly select 80% of the spam log records (about 4K
records), together with all the normal log records as the training
set (YL ), and leave the rest 20% of the spam log records for the eval-
uation. We use the ve-fold cross validation to split spam records
and examine the performance of detection model.

For the suspicious log records, we extract the items with no more
than 10 records and remove their records, because we consider that
the low number of related log records in the dataset indicates that
these items are unlikely to be spam items. Even if they are spam
items, their harm to the online shopping site is negligible due to the
low number of the spamming activities. In this way, we removed
2,495,066 log records. Therefore, our test set (YU ) consists of the
remaining 1,615,630 suspicious records and 20% of the spam records.

6.2 Baseline Methods
Since we are among the rst to investigate the spamming A2F activ-
ities in online shopping, there is a lack of eective detection mod-
els for this problem. Therefore, we compare our proposed model
(AFGM) with three widely-used methods for classication in many
elds. Meanwhile, to investigate our proposed features, we also add
some simplied models as our baseline methods. Details are given
below:

• Support Vector Machine: Given all behavior attribute features,
user attribute features and item attribute features, we can repre-
sent each log record with an attribute vector and train a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) classication model, based on the training
set. With the learned model, we can get the spam probability of
each log record in our test set.

• Logistic Regression Classiers: Similarly, we train a Logistic
Regression (LR) models with all the attribute features. Then we
use our trained LR classier to infer the spam probability of each
log record in the test set.
• Random Forest Classiers: We also train a Random Forest
Classiers (RF) with all the attribute features. We use our learned
RF model to infer unlabeled records and compare performance
with our approach.
• Bipartite GraphWe take the idea of label propagation algorithm
[15] to build a “user-item” bipartite graph based on the two
assumptions mentioned before. In the bipartite graph, there is
an unweighted edge between a user and its collected item, i.e.
each edge means a A2F activity. The spam items mentioned in
Section 4.3 are used as the labeled seed to drive the algorithm.
The spam probability of each log record is calculated by the spam
probability of the user and the item in the graph.
• AFGM − UP: Comparing to AFGM, it removes user attribute fac-
tors and item attribute factors, which only use features extracted
from individual log records and their correlations. We construct
this model to illustrate the necessity of user and item attributes.
• AFGM − Cu: It uses the proposed activity factor graphmodel, but
the user-based correlations between activities are not integrated
in it. Through this method, we want to analyze whether user-
based correlations are useful for our model.
• AFGM − Cp: Similarly, to show whether item-based correlations
is useful for our model, the item-based correlations are not used
in this approach compared to AFGM.

6.3 Evaluation Metrics
Due to the diculty of manual annotation for the test set, we use
two metrics to evaluate our detection model AFGM and compare
AFGM with baseline methods.

As mentioned in Section 6.1, the test set (YU ) contains 20% of
ground truth data. Considering the fact that a discriminative de-
tection model should identify spam records, we focus on the spam
probabilities of these ground truth data. We rst sort all the activity
log records in the test set by their spam probabilities given by the
detection model. Then, we calculate the recall rate at top 1% , i.e.

Recall@Top 1% =
Number o f spam records in the top 1% records

Number o f spam records
(12)

We do not use precision rate because suspicious log records in the
test set have high probabilities of spam. Our goal is to detect spam-
ming A2F activities in these records. Thus, it is unreasonable to
regard these records as non-spam records when calculating pre-
cision rate. Meanwhile, we also use AUC metric to see whether
the detection model can give these spam log records higher spam
probabilities.

6.4 Experimental Results
Table 7 shows the performance of spam detection with dierent
methods on our evaluation metrics. The best performance has been
highlighted in bold.

As we can see, LR model achieves the worst performance on
Recall@Top 1% (0.078), followed by SVM (0.121) and RF (0.166). The
AUCs of these three baseline methods are around 0.7, which means



Table 7: Comparisons between our methods and baselines
Recall@Top 1% AUC

LR 0.078 0.689
SVM 0.121 0.682
RF 0.166 0.706
BG 0.247 0.699

AFGM − UP 0.580 0.899
AFGM − Cu 0.448 0.877
AFGM − Cp 0.334 0.757

AFGM 0.617 0.903

these widely-used methods are not appropriate for this problem.
BG model achieves a better performance on Recall@Top 1% (0.247),
which indicates correlations are more important than attributes in
this detection task.

It can be easily found that all our models perform better than 4
baselines, and AFGM achieves the best performance on both Re-
call@Top 1% (0.617) and AUC (0.903). By comparing AFGM − Cu
and AFGM − Cp with AFGM, we nd that removing user-based
or item-based correlations will decrease the performance to some
extent. And it can explain why LR, SVM and RF models achieve bad
performance because they do not use these correlations. Besides,
AFGM − Cu performs better than AFGM − Cp, which indicates
that item-based correlations are important than user-based correla-
tions. It is reasonable because crowd workers are normal users for
most time and will also carry out some normal A2F activities by
themselves, while most activities for spam items are spamming. By
comparing AFGM − UP and AFGM, we can nd that individual log
record contains enough information (including behavior attributes
and their correlation) to detect spamming activities, while user and
item attributes can further enhance performance.

Figure 6 shows the detection performance of dierent proposed
models measured by recall rate at top k%. We can observe that
nearly 80% of spamming activities can be acquired in the top 10%
log records of the test set with AFGM and AFGM − UP. AFGM −
UP achieves a very close performance with AFGM. This could be
because the correlation factors contain enough information to cover
the user and item attribute factors. Therefore, more eective user
and item attributes may be needed to improve AFGM. The gap
between AFGM − Cp and other models are large, which indicates
that item-based correlations are relatively more important to detect
spamming activities.

7 DISCUSSION
According to Table 7 and Figure 6, more than 60% of the ground
truth spam records can be found in the top 1% test records. As
mentioned in Section 3, each behavior log record has a certain
probability of spam. Therefore, besides spam log records, online
shopping site should pay attention to the records with high spam
probability calculated by AFGM. For example, we can warn or
punish the users and items, which appear in the top 1% test records
twice or more. Or we can calculate a discount weight for spam
items’ popularities or remove spam records directly. However, it
will have a worse eect if we regard a normal user/item as spam
one and carry out the punishment. Therefore, more eort is needed
to determine whether a user/item is really spam.

Figure 6: Comparisons of dierent proposed models mea-
sured by Recall@Top k%

One limitation of our work is that we regard interaction sessions
on items with more than 500 records in the dataset as normal log
records. This may ignore some niche items that also contain a
number of normal A2F activities. Therefore, we need to further
improve our annotation method to acquire a more complete labeled
dataset.

8 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigate the crowdturng “Add to Favorites” ac-
tivities in online shopping. To look into this kind of newly-appeared
malicious activities and make the detection, we create a dataset
through simultaneously locating a number of crowdturng tasks
and collecting user behavior log from online shopping activities.
With a comprehensive analysis of some ground truth spamming
activities, we nd some dierences between spamming activities
and normal ones in terms of behavior, user and item.

Given various extracted attributes (behavior-level, user-level
and item-level) and correlations (user-based and item-based), we
propose an activity factor graph model (AFGM) to infer whether
a A2F activity is spamming. Experimental results on our dataset
validate the eectiveness of the proposed model. More than 60%
of the spam records can be found in the top 1% records of the
test set. By comparing with some simplied models, we show that
the features we use are helpful to the detection, while item-based
correlations are most important except behavior attributes.

As future work, it is important to study how to detect spam
users and spam items based on our result. Since the user and item
attributes have limited contributions to our model, we need to
nd more eective indicators, which may also help us to evaluate
dierent detection methods. Besides, the current model is built
for detection spamming activities in a period of time. A timely
detection model is also an interesting future research direction.
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